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!a or computer applications in which delays. The time taken by each clock
fi'the machine relates closely to cycle is specified by the computer manuI- people, it's nice to have the com- facturer (500 nanoseconds is common
puter know what time it is. Until the for most 8080 microprocessors, for
little beast has learned to tell time, you instance), and the number of clock
will have to keep feeding it things to do
and data to work on. When it's through
with each task, it will sit there and stare

at you, waiting for its next feeding.
You can't send it away to work on a
low-priority, tedious problem and expect it to check back in ten minutes, or
at 3:30 P.M.
No doubt about it, computers have
a very poor sense of time. Perhaps you
thought that because computers have
clocks within them, they must be fran-
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ROM

era

or speed up their rate of display

me

ac-

(di

published by the microprocessor chip

cording to the user's preference.
If the program is simple and of great
regularity, such "cycle counting" techniques can be expanded to yield the
time of day. The programmer has to

tha

manufacturer (8080s require from

provide for a number, stored

some-

disr

cycles required

for each instruction

is

wl

has

I

Note that we hauen't called the clock a
real-time clock.

three to eighteen clock cycles per instruction). By looking up the cycle
counts for a list of instructions and
tically aware of the time. Alas, the multiplying by the clock-cycle time, a
word. clock has been stretched here programmer can get a good idea of
somewhat. In a computer, it refers to a how much time the list of instructions
continuous sig"nal used to determine will occupy. The programmer can
build in "timing loops" in which the
the sequence of events going on inside.
It has no necessary relationship to the computer executes a delay by running
through a set number of meaningless
time of day.
However, theclock signal can be used instructions before proceeding. This is
by the programmer to generate simple

working with video displays slow down

the way in which most microcomputers

where in the computer's memory, desig-

nating the time of day. Periodically,
the computer program will update this

number by adding in the time since
the previous update. It works only if
the program is predictable -high-level

sv(
can
clo<

inte

use(

ther

programs, especially interactive pro-

like

grams like BASIC, vary their sequences

acc
the

of operation wildly depending on what
the user is doing at the moment.
There are peripheral devices such as
disks which are so rude as to stop the op-

"abr

fron
ordr

Diag
halft,

bv
[ee
Felsenstein
eration of the CpU altogerher while they

meddle with the .orrGnt, of
(.direct. memory access, or -"mory
DMA) .
When the computer wakes up ugui.r, it
has no idea how much time iru,
If we want our computer toiurr"a.
know
that it's lunchtime and we aren't to be
disturbed until I :12 p.M., we have to

Note that I haven't called the clock
a real-time clock, a term often used.
incorrectly. A real-time clock is, strictly
speaking, a timer that the computer
sets and that "goes off, some fixed
time later. The computer can ignore it
it. It can be used to tell the

or reset

integrated electronic circuits
u, ,i,.r"
for digital clocks in th. t om".
Sirr."
these are electronic devices u..y
_,r.i
like the ones in the computer, it is
not
a complex task to hook up a
clock that
used

some examples.

time of day, but that takes some addi_

No doubt about it, computers haue a aery
poor sense of time.
give the computer a clock to which
it
can refer for the correct time _ a
digitai
clock, of course, built from tf,. ,i_"

Peripherals: Devices outside the computer
which are controlled by the computer.
Printers, teletypes, and tape drives
are

tional software or hardware to maintain

a count. In the case of the clock de_
scribed. here, the digital_clock chip

maintains this count and should not b;
referred to as a real-time clock.
This clock circuit is not specific to
any one computer, but is intended
to

.91o"::
the comput"r .u., ."ud. o.r" ,,r.h erght-bit to the computer through an
parallel interface. The"com_
"absolute-time clock,' can be
built puter must feed at least one bit to
the
from parts readily available from mail_
clock_(telling it to present rhe next
order sources.
drgtt lor examination) ; the clock pre_

Disk: A means of storing information on
what amounts to a mag,netic phonograph

record. Unlike a phonograph record, a
disk storage device can position the readl
writehead at any track without having to
wait for it to ,,play through."

Central processing

unit (Cpt-\:

The

"thinking" portion of a computer. It
decides where to move information,
what to
do with it once it,s there, and where it
should look for its next instructions.
Microprocessor: The ,,thinking" section of
a computer is called the central
processing

unit (CPU), or simply the processor. If

it's so small that you need. a microscope
to
examine it, it's called a microprocessor.

Diagrams by the author,
halftone by Cindy Hain
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Ioolbs: Segments of a prograrn which are
executed a number of times. Usually they
consist of a series of instructions followed
by a test to see whether the program
should execute the preceding instructions,

or

continue with the instructions that

follow.
Higher-leael language : Programming langu.age oriented toward the problem to be
solved or the procedures to be used. Contrasts with machine language, which is the
basic language of a computer. Programs
written in machine language require no

further interpretation by a cimputer.
Usually, however, a higher-level language
is easier to program in than a lower-level
language.

BASIC: Acronym for Beginner's Allpurpose Symbolic Instruction Code. An
easy-to-leam, easy-to-use programming
language especially adapted for use with
mini- or microcomputers, as well as timesharing systems. It provides anyone using
the computer with instantaneous feedback
on whether he's doing all right or making
a mistake,

Bi: The simplest unit of infomation in
computing- the condition of being either
on or off. Electrical circuits are wellsuited to dealing in bits, since it's no
problem (usually) to tell the difference
between a high and a low voltage.
Parallel interface:

A

device

that

accepts
data when all bits of a particular character are being transmitted simultaneously.

I/O: lnput/Output.

The electrical channels through which a computer moves

information

to and from the

outside

world-

: Ordinary decirnal
numbers aren't represented as decimal
numbers in a computer. Instead, they
must be coded in binary. Binary-coded
decimal (BCD) is a way of doing this,

Binnry-coded, d.ecimal

representing each decimal digit (0-9) as a
binaryinteger four bits long (0000-f001) .

??.L.' Transistor-transistor logic. One of
several kinds of electronic circuits which
can be hooked into digital integrated circuits. Each kind has its advantages and
weaknesses. TTL is the dominant digital
circuit used today.

Buffer: A temporary storage area which

is

equalize or balance different
operating speeds. For example, a buffer
can be used between a slow input device,
such as a typemiter, and the main comused

to

puter which operates at

a very

high speed.

sents back the digit (four bits), along
with a three-bit code telling the computer which digit is being presented.

determines which digit's data

will

be

presented next. This counter is stepped

under control of a "multiplex timing
input" pin. In our circuit, one bit of

.r !Z arious construction techniques data coming from the computer is
\/.un be used in assembling an used to tell this pin when to advance
Y absolute-time clock. For the home the count. Unfortunately, we can't tell
builder, the simplest technique that
will give good results uses printedcircuit "laminate": fiberglass coated
on at least one side with a layer of
copper, scored with a hacksaw to separate areas used for various power and

the clock chip to present a specific digit's worth of data. We can only tell it
to advance to the next digit.
A series of three-input TTL gates
(74LSl0) converts the one-out-of-six
code presented by the digit enable out-

Perhaps you thought because cornputers
haae cloch.s inside, they're frantically
au)are of the time.
ground signals. This "plandr" structure
does a lot to reduce the pesky "glitches"

puts into a three-bit binary code which

which plague high-speed digital

parallel input. The time data is already
binary coded, so the circuit presents
those four bits to the parallel interface
unchanged except for inverting and

circuits.

The clock is built around the National MM53ll chip, currently available mail order for about five dollars.
This is a MOS LSI chip designed to be
used in plug-in digital clocks with very
few external components. It has a fea-

ture little used

in digital

clocks these

days, but extremely useful to us-an
extra set of time code outputs which
deliver the data in binary-coded deci-

mal (BCD).
Most clocks use a seven-segment bar
display. This chip supplies that information as well, with one output pin for

each bar so that the proper segment
combination lights up for each number. But we don't need that.
The chip also "multiplexes" the six
digits of time information by providing
a set of six outputs, only one of which
is turned on at a time. Each "digit select" output thereby notifies the exter-

nalworldwhichof theseconds, minutes,
or hours digits is being presented. This
information is presented to the parallel
interface alongwith the four-bit binary
code for the digit's value (0 through 9) .
The computer can accept this information, read in the digit, and put it in its
proper place in the time count, which it
maintains somewhere in memory.

The multiplexing concept was intended to allow six digits of display,
each having seven segments, to be
connected to the chip without requir-

ing forty-two separate connections.
Inside the chip is a counter circuit
which steps through a sequence that

the computer can read through the

"buffering" each bit through the hex
inverter (74LS04). This is done because we cannot hook the outputs of
the MOS clock chip to the parallel
interface directly, since the data comes

out at different voltage and current
from the standard TTL levels

levels

used by the interface.

Power for the clock chip and the
TTL gates comes from a * 5-volt and
-12-volt regulated supply capable of
supplying about 50 milliamperes. The
60-hertz "time base signal" comes from

the output of the power transformer
through

a

resistor. A capacitor is added

to smooth out spikes and other unwanted noise from the a.c. power line,
as they can erroneously advance the
clock's counters.

The power supply should be built
separately so that it can be left on
when the computer is turned off, thus
eliminating the necessity of setting the
clock every time you power up. Three
pushbuttons are provided for setting
the time: Hold, Slow Sel, and Fast Set.
To set the time, hold down both the
Fast and. Slou Set buttons until the
hour is correct. Next, hold down only
the S/oar Se/ until the next minute is
displayed. Then press the Hold button

until the indicated time occurs. Upon
release of Hold, the count will begin at
the start of the second.
Prestol Your computer will now
have time on its

hands.
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Parts List for the Absolute-Time Clock

MM531t digital clock chip (see note below)
74LSl0 triple three-input NAND

1/16-inch thick printed-circuit laminate,

74LS04 hex inverter
2N2907 PNP silicon switching transistor

I

9 lN9l4 or equivalent diodes
9 lOK /a-watt resistors
2 lK /a-watt resistors

I

2

28-pin wirewrap socket-gold plated pins (see note
below)
l4-pin wirewrap sockets-gold plated pins

3 miniature pushbutton momentary contact switches,
normally open
March/April

1978

3-by-4

inches minimum

0.1-microfarad disk ceramic capacitor,

l0 volt

minimum
2 0.l-microfarad mylar or ceramic capacitor, 25 volt
minimum
24- to 30-gauge wire, solid, insulated

Nofer The MM531l and its 28-pin socket may be
purchased mail order from James Electronics, l02l
Howard Avenue, San Carlos, CA 94070 (4Ib-bgL8097)
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Parts List for the Clock power Supply
24-voltcenter-tapped transformer, 100 ma

mlnlmum

i2

I

I diode bridge rectifier, 50 pIV, I amp

470-microfarad 25-volt aluminum elictrolvtic
capacitors

r;z

2 0.1-microfarad 25-volt ceramic or mylar capacitors

I l00K-ohm /a-watt resisror
II Tglz.integrated
i99l integrated voltage regulator
voltage

."gr,l"to,

Fuse, line cord, miscellaneous hardware

